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TWM Sources 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.186-224 

Trc20Proxy.sol - ln.139-176 

 

Recommendations 

Do not specify returns in functions when there’s no need for a return statement. 

 

References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_FUNCTIONS_RETURNS_TYPE_AND_NO_RETURN 

3.8 View-function should not change state 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Low  Open  [Link Here]  Do not declare functions that change the state 

as view. 

 

Description 

The functions _getAllowance  and _getTrc20BalanceOf on Trc20Proxy.sol  can change 

the state as view.  

 

let success := staticcall( 

 // Gas: forward all gas 

 gas, 

 // Address: call the token contract 

 _token, 

 // Start of input 
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3.9  Using assembly  Resolved  Low 

 

3 Issues Detail 

For each issue discovered, a detailed description, background and explanation is provided in 

order to issue a Remediation / Recommendation 

3.1 Compiler version not fixed 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Resolved  [Link Here]  Specify the exact compiler version to 0.4.25 on 

all TWM files. 

 

Description 

The last version of TRON Solidity is 0.4.25. Some source files enable contract to 

compiles with versions above the last version. 

 

pragma solidity ^0.4.23;  

 

import "../general/Ownable.sol";  

import "../trading/Bank.sol";  

import "../trading/TradingFees.sol"; 

 

TWM Sources 

AbstractExchange.sol - ln.1  TWMToken.sol - ln.1 
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Assets for which some cold wallet addresses have been released include 255,600 BTC, 125 million
USDT (Omni portion) ), 505,300 BCH and 2,543,100 ETH
FIL is a Filecoin token similar to BTC (Bitcoin) or ETH (Ether) and is Native cryptographic tokens, or
tokens, for the Filecoin network
Pledges ETH and lends DAI to operate through Multisig multi-signature wallet. It is the only CDP in
the TOP 10 that indicates that it is a project owner financing ETH to pledge, generate DAI, and use for
the company's Use cases for operational needs
Web3 Wallet: the main difference between Web2 and Web3 applications from the user's perspective
is that Web3 The application requires a money clip in the browser. If you only want to store
cryptocurrencies as securities, send and receive transactions, and buy and sell cryptocurrencies, Web2
Wallet is the right choice. Very useful. However, they are not very useful for interacting with Web3
applications.Metamask is the obvious Web3 wallet The lead Hedgehog is a desktop Web3 wallet
developed by the Audius team as an alternative to Metamask. Coinbase Wallet and Trust Wallet are
two online mobile Web3 wallets
Coinbase Wallet and Trust Wallet are two online mobile Web3 wallets
DeFi projects that have native tokens. I think his main point was that projects with native tokens rely
on their native tokens for financial support, and that native Prices may be affected by the ETH price.
Such projects themselves are likely to hold a lot of ETH
Among the many details disclosed in the Nike patent approval documents, there is one other point of
great interest: "Using blockchain technology, downloading the Computer software to manage
cryptocurrency transactions; download mobile app for accessing crypto collectibles, crypto art and
app tokens ."
After developing the Dapp, the developer deploys the Dapp to the ethereum network by sending a
"transaction" using an ethereum wallet. The process of deployment requires the developer to pay a
certain amount of ETH as a miner's fee. The deployment process only requires the developer to apply
for an ETH account, no real name is required, just download a wallet and apply.
Rakuten Wallet, the cryptocurrency wallet and trading platform of Japanese e-commerce giant
Rakuten, announced on Dec. 24 that it is allowing Japanese users to send Rakuten Rakuten Super
Points, which are points earned from Rakuten Wallet's membership, can be exchanged for three
cryptocurrencies - BTC, ETH and BCH - for spot trading. The premise is that the holder of these loyalty
points also has a Rakuten Wallet account.
ETH tokens before the ETH 2.0 network can be referred to as ETH1, and tokens after ETH 2.0 can be
called ETH2. in the long run, of course, only one asset, whether ETH1 or ETH2, will end up in the
Operating on ETH2.0 networks
TipJar is an Ethereum (ETH)-backed service, born in 2017, that allows Reddit to Users use ETH and
ERC-20 tokens for micropayments to each oth



er
There is a "Vault" on Reddit, which is the place to claim and manage tokens. The
term "Vault" is the same as Maker's Vault, but the meaning is different. One is a
wallet for managing assets, and the other is a place to store collateral positions. The
"Vault" allows users to view the number of tokens, tokens claimed, and tokens spent
in different subsections, similar to the current Commonly used ERC20 wallets. Once
the $MOONS and $BRICKS tokens are on the main ethereum network, users can
claim them at Vault. By creating a Vault address, the user is essentially creating an
ethereum wallet that can be used to store and spend ERC20 tokens
Cryptocurrency wallet Guarda has launched Bitcoin multi-signature function]
Cryptocurrency wallet Guarda has launched Bitcoin multi-signature function The
signatures feature allows multiple participants to create a wallet and manage wallet
transactions in a mutually agreed upon manner. In addition to BTC, the team has
been working on developing multi-signature services for ETH, ETC, BCH, and other
currencies
Slow Fog: ETDP Wallet Continuously Transfers Nearly 2,000 ETH to Bitstamp
Exchange, Project's Suspected Runaway
The latest changes to Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP) in Apple's iOS could kill
Burner for iPhone users Wallet. Burner wallets are said to be unmanaged wallets that
store a user's private key in the browser's local storage. Changes made by Apple to
Safari's Webkit engine to enhance user privacy could jeopardize this model. The
change limits the expiration time of client-side cookies to seven days. This means
that the Burner wallet will be destroyed in the short term. While the burner wallet is
not used for long-term storage of cryptocurrencies, some users choose not to follow
this rule
For example, the Aragon DAO, a wallet development theme for issuing meToken
tokens, allows community members to Use the token to purchase various wallet
features from developers, such as Tornado Cash and Local Zero Proof of Knowledge.
carry out integration
What is value capture. Simply put, it's the design of a token economy that allows
tokens to continue to increase in value over time. The most typical example is the
ICO of Ethereum, where you have to buy ETH tokens in order to participate in a
project's crowdfunding. The increasing demand for ETH tokens has led to an
increase in price of The rise of the ETH token. Therefore, it can be said that ICO is an
important means of adding value to ETH tokens. Or ICO is a way to capture the value
of ETH.
The ETH and associated ERC20 tokens in the FCoin hot wallet have now been
transferred to addresses beginning with 0x5a1b06. However, the operation only
started in the early hours of this morning, which is probably the normal process of
rebuilding the system for digital assets in FCoin. Safe segregation of work
The first mainnet candidate, RC1, is now available on iOS with Celo's wallet, Celo
Wallet. and Android Go Live
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References  

● https://tool.smartdec.net/knowledge/SOLIDITY_ADDRESS_HARDCODED 
 

3.5 Private modifier 

Severity  Status  Link  Auditor Comment 

Mid  Open  [Link Here]  Private modifier does not make a variable 

invisible. 

 

Description 

Private modifier in Solidity does not make a variable invisible. 

 

uint private tronWatchMarketToken 

 

TWM Sources 

Ownable.sol - ln.19 

TWMToken.sol - ln.6 

MessageDateRequirements.sol - ln.16 

OrderStatus.sol - ln.24 

TradingFeeDiscount - ln. 23, 25, 27 

TradingFees.sol - ln.44, 45, 46, 49 

Trc10Bank.sol - ln.42 

ListingManager.sol - ln.50-54 
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1.5 Recommendations 

It is recommendable to address all issues uncovered during this audit process, 

regardless of the severity level. A common approach is to focus and address each issue 

based on severity level, starting with Critical issues, then High, Mid  and finally those 

issues with Low  severity. 

Optional: 
1. Locked money: Contracts programmed to receive tokens should implement a way 

to withdraw it, i.e., call transfer, send, or call.value at least once. 

2. Add a Circuit breaker: If something goes wrong, the owner should be able to 

pause the contract. 

2 Issues Overview 

The following table contains an overview of all the issues discovered during the audit. 

The current (GitHub) status of the discovered problems was also added to the table. 

Item  Title  Status  Severity 

3.1  Compiler version not fixed  Resolved  Mid 

3.2  Replace multiple return values with a struct  Resolved  Low 

3.3  Costly loop  Resolved  Mid 

3.4  Hardcoded address  Resolved  Mid 

3.5  Private modifier  Resolved  Mid 

3.6  Overpowered User  Resolved  High 

3.7  Non-initialized return value  Resolved  Low 

3.8  View-function should not change state  Resolved  Low 
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Scope 

The audit focus was on the projects files, and test suite found in the following directories 

of the repository: 

Directory  Commit hash  Commit Date 

TronWatchMarket-Contracts/*.sol 

 

b85097eaf47552dfcb1818648bf

e5a73c99c85cb 

14th April 2019 

 

Architecture 

The call tree from the smart contracts is represented by the following graph. Here we can 

note that the general contracts are common to a lot of core (trading and exchange) 

contracts.  
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